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ASC and community
address AIDS problems
with patients who request this service."
The HIV Center will also have a hot-line
staffed by people informed about the virus.
What is being done to contain the spread
Janice Powell, attorney for AIDS Advo
of AIDS in the Savannah area? How is cacy Project of Savannah and Chatham
Armstrong trying to help? Your life could County, has drawn up a proposal address
depend on the answers to these question.
ing the special transportation and nutri
Here at ASC, the 1988-89 Student Gov tional needs of persons with the HIV dis
ernment Association has recently voted to ease.
recommend the installation of condom
The proposal states, "Transportation and
machines in campus
nutritional needs are
restrooms. The cur
not really being
"HIV S ervices will treat handled by any group
rent SGA officers
(89-90) will a ddress victims on an outpatient ba
sis to any significant
the issue at their next for minor problems in an degree."
meeting this week.
Joseph Young
attempt to prolong life
Dr. Joe Buck, vice
works to prevent the
president of student expectancy and decrease spread of AIDS as a
affairs, is waiting for hospital stays."
member of STARR
notification by SGA
— —— (Street Team for
so that he may begin working on the project AIDS Risk Reduction). "We go into high
at an administrative level.
risk areas and give out literature about the
Buck supports the installation of con virus and condoms. We also make referrals
dom vending machines, saying that the to detox centers and HIV testing facilities."
students m ust decide the moral issue for
The day Young spoke with The Inkwell
themselves but that administration must he was working in Yamacraw Village with
address the health issue. Buck hopes to George Jackson and Andrew Green, the
have the machines installed by September. other two members of STARR.
The pl acement of the machines has not
To be eligible to work for STARR you
been dete rmined, but Buck believes that must be a former IV drug user with at least
Memorial Co llege Center's male and fe one year of sobriety. Young feels, "With
male bathrooms are likely locations.
my combination of book knowledge and
On the c ity level there is the recently street knowledge I can reach people others
founded HIV Services at the Chatham can't."
Young was motivated to work for
County Health Department. Mike Scott,
lead nurse and coordinator of HIV services, STARR because, "I've had friends and
says that although the facility will not be family die from the disease. If I can change
fully operational until mid-summer, they one person' sattitude, I'11 feel like I' vedone
are now averaging five to seven patients a something good."
Lawrence Marley, social worker and
week.
founder
of the gay and lesbian issue group
"HIV Services will treat AIDS victims
First
City
Network, also became involved
on an outpatient basis for minor problems
with
AIDS
care for personal reasons.
in an attempt toprolong life expectancy and
decrease hospital stays," Scott explained. "Persons who work with PWAs (People
"There have been 107 cases of AIDS With AIDS) and have lost friends to the
diagnosed in t he Savannah area from July disease have a deeper understanding than
1981 to present, and of these, approxi most government officials," he stated.
"First City Network has been concerned
mately half are still alive. There has been
no way to keep track of these people until with PWAs since its conception," he added.
"This concern led to the formation of
now."
The clinic, which is funded by state and different groups to address issues such as
local government in cooperation with the AIDS education and discrimination against
three area hospitals, came from an idea of PWAs."
Recognizing the need to reach beyond
the Chatam County Task Force on AIDS. It
the
gay community, these groups evolved
will be staffed b y Scott, a part-time attor
into
the the AIDS Coastal Empire
ney, aphysican's assistant, a social worker,
and an AIDS epidemiologist, which is a Foundation, Inc. (ACE).
ACE is a non-profit organization that
person who traces the contacts of an AIDS
exists
solely through donations and is staffed
patient.
by
volunteers.
One of its services is a
Scott commented, "Because there is not
support
group
for
professionals working
yet a law in Georgia forcing patients togive
by Dee Shurling

the names of people they may have
infected, the epidemiologist will work only
us

see AIDS page 4
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Newly appointed editors Steve Russell, Ron Speir, and Jim Bradley

Geechee and Inkwell editors
appointed for next year
by Anne Muller
The 1989-90 editors of Geechee and
The Inkwell were named 24 May by the
publications board.
Steve Russell and Jim Bradley were
named co-editors of Geechee , with Bra
dley as managing editor. Russell, a junior
majoring in general studies with a minor in
business and a concentration in psychol
ogy, has had experience as a typesetter. He
plays second base for the ASC pirates.
"I'm going to turn Geechee into the S unday
sports page," Russell declared.
"He's fired," Bradley retorted. Bradley,
who worked on the 88-89 Geechee , is a
junior English major.
Ron Speir was named Inkwell editor. A
sophmore English major, Speir has worked
extensively on the 88-89 Inkwell as a re
porter, photographer, and has served as
layout editor spring quarter.
"I t hink we're going to liberate [The
Inkwell ] from the clutches of the females
and get rid of those pink venitian blinds."

Speir said. "I also want to increase circula
tion with a spring swimsuit issue. Gel out
of my face, you fascist reporter pig."
Earlier this month, Lisa GundersonCatron was named the new editor of Calli
ope, ASC's literary magazine. GundersonCatron, a junior majoring in English and
history, has been both an Inkwell and
Calliope contributor this year. Another
Inkwell contributor, Tricia Podmore, a so
phmore majoring in English with teacher
certification, will be assistant editor.
"I want [Calliope ] to be up there with
Harlequinn Romances," Gunderson-Catron
said. When asked what her qualifications
were, Gunderson-Catron said, "No com
ment."
"Harlequinn Romances are smut," Podmore commented. "Move over, Harle
quinn Queen — the next Jackie Collins is
taking over. Harlequinn Queen, take a fast
train out of town."
College administrators have voiced
some concern, but one spokesman who
wished to remain anonymous admitted that
he liked the Harlequinn idea. •
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EDITORIAL
You mean I have to have a
topic for these

GeorgiaSouthern had a big idea where
it was going, and is on the way to getting
You're always supposed to know where there. Kind of like the kid who's doing
you're going. Where you're going in life. power cafeteria lunches in the third grade.
SCAD had the vision, energy, and money
Where you're going with an idea. Where
to
get where it wanted to go - Muffy on
you're going Saturday night
Dexatrim.
Makes sense, even if all the pressure to
Armstrong has the talented students and
know where you're going gets to be a drag.
Trouble is, only people are supposed to faculty, but not the unified vision of where
know where they're going. Things never she wants to be 12 years down the road, or
the drive to continue to expand.
are.
She's got the qualifications. She just
And some of the most important things
in people's lives are things, things like hasn't bothered to try.
And it's a shame, because Armstrpng
schools, cities, countries... And the things
seem to just- well, to just go. I've tried just could have been a lot further along if she'd
wandering aimlessly, and heard things like, tried earlier. Now, Georgia Southern can
"Myrtle, honey, looka her — w here the overshadow her in sheer size, and so it has
the upper hand in fundraising.
But
hell's she going?"
fundraising
is
how
it
got
the
upper
hand.
I'd hate to think that things are using me
for a role model, but maybe they are. After And a lot of the funds left Savannah to go to
all, I hear my self saying about Armstrong, Statesboro.
So what's the point of bothering, right?
"Beauregard, honey, looka her -where the
The point is that things won't go
hell's she going?"
If she's going anything like me, she's one anywhere if they don't know where they're
week away from the appointed Moment Of going. And in today's world, not going
Truth without a single job in mind, without anywhere is the same as jogging backwards
even a resume. Come to think of it, she is down Abercorn. So, Armstrong, start using
going just like me.
the part of your anatomy that was designed
Consulting firms asked Savannah leaders to see, not sit.
what their vision of its future was, and —
So where's Armstrong going? Don't ask
just like me - they didn't have one.
her-what are you, stupid? Things are made
I don't know if Armstrong has a vision up of people who have to decide where
of her future. It sure doesn't seem like it.
they're going for them. People like you.

_ CPS

by Anne Muller
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

The Inkwell staff
1988-89 winner, First Place: The American Scholastic Press Association
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Student has answer on mystery object

Dear Editor
Regarding the mysterious object [pic
tured above] in question I w ish to provide
the following information concerning its
function. It is obvious by its elaborate con
struction that it is designed to endure the
elements over a long period of time while
protecting its contents. Its exact function is
to serve as a navigational aid to intergalactic travelers who are engaged in a holy

annual pilgrimage to Graceland inorder to
be as one with the spirit of Elvis. If I can be
of any additional assistance please let me
know.
Sincerely,
J.C. Reed
senior, history
Editor's note: Just as mysteriously as the
object appeared, it has since disappeared.

Security defended against criticism
Dear Editor.
get myself UllUUgll
through 5school.
6^
U11LNJI. 1I don't
U VU I . th ii
As a student in the masters program and that there is 1.0% of this school's popult
a member of the security staff here at tion who can say that. In fact, I feel mostc
Armstrong, I am about fed up with the the belly-achers are snot-nosed kids w h
belly-aching of the apathetic students and still live live athome andhave mommy an
unsupporting faculty and administration.
daddy to pay for their school.
I usually don't think it is necessary to
As for being slack. My record is untar
defend my character or belief because nished. Every job I have held I have give
usually it's not worth the trouble. When it 100%. Jobs I hate are treated likewise.
people put me down, it is mostly done
And as far as training...I am POST cer
**£* But I,amr not going to sit around unea.
tified. That
mat is
is I sat in the same academy a
CUSe
ir
g
Slack
and
laz
Ma
rs
Yo,, win h
?
^ !
yj° > Captains, Lts., androokies from
m nm
a ^ o g oall t h e t o hell a nd back a c r o s s t h e s outheast . I a l s o have 201
at
s]ack or lazy. I have
.
advanced training. MyacademiaisinCrii
worked two and three jobs at a time just to
see letters page:
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letters continued
nal Justice as well. And to top it off I have
had more than a handful of law enforce
ment agencies ask me to apply with them.
But like I said, I don't like to defend my
character.
I feel that the recent letter to the editor is
slanderous and crude. If the accuser lacks
the courage or decency to sign his opinion
then that should say something about their
character. But I'm not going to stoop so
low as to slander this peon.
I will defend the security personnel from
my own po sition. If there is a complaint
about lighting... take it to the administra
tion. If there is a complaint about availabil
ity... take it to the administration. There
are only two officers on duty per shift
during the week. There is only one per shift
during the weekend. As for myself I spend
my whole day running between the Admin.
Bldg and the Gym, between the library and
Fine Arts, and between the security office
and the Park and there is no way on God's
Green Earth that I can be everywhere at
once. If someone can't find me ... have a
little p atience. Instead of going off the
handle call the beeper # (944-9125). I
know it's hard to find a phone but there is
one in AC. Comp. Center and the MCC
lobby. As far as I know we try hard to be
friendly w ith you. Technically we don't
have to let any one in the buildings on the
weekend unless a professor leaves us a list
of names and they usually don't. We're not
paid to be mechanics but we try to assist the
best way possible. And as for the tickets .
.. Itis a part of life. People would try to get
away with murder if it weren't for rules ..

Average -- not good enough?
• the same with driving. If you have a
complaint about parking contact Admini
stration. Security didn't build this campus.
Finally, my own personal grip is this ..
• If you can t say anything nice when you
speak, don't speak. There is a difference
between criticism and ridicule. Criticism is
an honest and fair way of getting your
complaints across. Ridicule is the way
most people act. They condemn a person
before they know the facts. A person who
ridicules others need to work on them
selves. It is a sign of their own imperfec
tion.

We often refer to instructors at
Armstrong as either teachers or professors,
but are we aware of the distinction we make
by abscribing these terms to the instructors?
There is a vast difference between a teacher
and a professor. The chasm which separates
these two types of instructors is so arge
l
that
it cannot be bridged.
The difference is easy to identify and all
students ca n point to the teachers and
professors they have had at Armstrong. A
teacher is easy to identify, for he truly
teaches rather than professes. Although
you may re ad the material for class, the
teacher's class cannot be missed. Simple
reading will not supplement the teacher's
instructions. He will help the student
analyze information and show the student
ways of synthesizing information to create
a greater picture beyond the class.
The teacher is not an entertainer, but a
master mason. The students are apprentices
who are guided by his expert knowlegde.
The ideas of students are not smothered but
encouraged an d thoughtful questions are
the cornerstone of the teacher's class. The
facts which he relates are not the ending
P°int, but only the foundation from which
thestudentbuildshis thoughts. The teacher
inspects his student's constructions and

Good old "C" has lost its respectability.
Among other definitions, my dictionary
cites'average" as being "proportionally dis
tributed ... a level typical of a group." One
of the first\things I learned in college is that
this isn't true.
Individual departments require that their
majors must earn a grade of at least "C" or
better in major courses in order to receive
credit. Students holding student govern
ment or publications positions on campus
must maintain at GPA of at least 2.0-averagc. .
. ,
A L isn t average anymore; it's the
lowest grade a student can make and stay
out of trouble. By extension, "D's" have

So before you go condemning someone
try to learn the facts and put yourself in their
shoes. And if you've got the time to write
with a poor attitude you've got the time to
write something more constructive like how
someone has impacted your life.
sympathetically,
Robert C. Edenfield
by Lane Kirkland
Former Who's Who recipient
president, AFL-CIO
and Outstanding Young Men of America
P.S. — We're going to enforce the rules
President Bush now has a golden
since that is what you want. No one will be
allowed in the building unless cleared. I'm opportunity to fulfill his campaign pledge
sorry that the good many must suffer be to be the "education president," and do so
without breaking his other promise to hold
cause of the pathetic few.
the
line on taxes.
Editor's note: According to Ilans Mueller,
He
can accomplish this feat by signing
ASC's security chief, as long as a student
into
law
the compromise minimum wage
has a student ID, he/she will be granted
increase
recently
adopted by Congress.
entrance to campus buildings onweekends,
In
addition
to easing the plight of
although security prefers to have a clear
America's
working
poor, who haven't had
ance list from professors. Mueller says,
"Why should we penalize students because araise since 1981, aminimum wage increase
from $3.35 to $4.55 an hour would go a
the professors forgot?"
long way toward helping millions of
teenagers and young adults pay their way
through college.
The cutbacks in student financial aid
points out weak areas which should be programs during the Reagan years have
fixed, but an idea is never destroyed, only enhanced the significance of student
employment to the point where work is
remodeled.
A professor is the complete anthesis of now one of America's foremost tuitiona teacher. You only attend a professor's assistance programs. Consequendy, the
class if A) he has a strict attendance policy, minimum wage legislation is one of the
B) you have not read the material assigned most important education bills that will
for the day, or C) ifyou have other work for come before the president in this or any
another class that can be done in class. In a other year.
Oddly enough, the fact that many of
professor's course the material the student
those who earn the minimum wage are
reads is never explicated, only reiterated.
The professor is a gardener who nips teenagers is one of the primary arguments
ideas in the bud. The professor prunes used by the opponents of the increase. These
thought back to the bare and basic facts. young workers, they say, couldn't possibly
The professor's garden is forever in winter, have any need for extra income.
Anyone familiar with the cost of a college
with only the naked limbs of fact and the
token leaves of his opinion filling the vast education these days knows that isn't true.
wasteland. Independent thought is killed Over the past decade, tuition, fees, and
e col leges
off and "ideas" are spoon-fed to the students, room and board expen ses at privat
and the fertile ground of thought is poisoned. and universities have nearly doubled.
Take a look back and see what kind of Similar costs for higher education at public
instructors you have had at Armstrong. four-year institutions have increased more
Fortunately, I have been lucky and had than 70%. Yet the minimum Wage has
more teachers than professors, but the remained the same.
While it is a fact that some students
professors have left me doubting the system
come
ffom families who are wealth
y enough
of higher education.
to
pay
all
of
their
college
expenses,
the
The professors' mindless tedium has
skyrocketing
costs
associated
with
higher
driven me to consider dropping out of
college — after all, why waste your time education are leaving an ever-decreasing
with the professor's classes when the book number of undergraduates with this option.
According to the United States Student
tells you more than the professor will?
Luckily, a teacher comes along and makes Association, about40% of full-time college
students are employed, while 90% of partcollege worthwhile. *

Are profs really teachers?
by Lisa Gunderson-Catron

by Stacy Hooks

become a nice way to say to the student
"You really failed, but we won't call it that.
Take this class over."
It seems America's education system
has, by making "average" almost the nadir
of the grading system, placed more value
on achievement than on learning.
I kno w that we must have grades to
indicate whether a student passed or failed,
but are the distincitons between an "A"
anda"B", a "B" and a"C" really necessary?I
don't think so.
We come to college to get an educa
tion, not to wonder at the difference be
tween a "B+" and an "A-". And it's hard to
remember that if you want to be competi
tive for scholarships, go to graduate school
or get a good job when you graduate. •

Minimum wage hike needed
time students hold jobs.
The U.S.
Department of Education reports that one
out of every five undergraduate students
receives no help from either financial aid
programs or their parents; that is, they rely
solely on their own resources to attend
college.
Aside from increasing its financial
support of educational programs, noactivity
of government could help these students
more than raising the minimum wage.
Apparently, President Bush doesn't see
it that way. By threatening to veto the
minimum wage bill unless the increase is
reduced by 30 cents, he fails to make the
connection between the minimum wage
and educational opportunity.
Moreover, the president is insisting that
any increase in the minimum wage include
a provision for a so-called six-month
"training wage," under which any worker
starting a new job could be paid at a
subminimum rate of $3.35 an hour. Under
this system, students working their way
through college would be entitled to earn
the higher minimum wage only after they
stayed at one job for half of a year. Those
who work intermittently, or who switch
jobs several times, could end up earning
nothing more than the subminimum wage
throughout their school years.
In an era of limited government
resources, it would seem that raising the
minimum wage — and raising it for
everyone — might be President Bush's
best available option, for the time being, if
he truly wants to take that important first
step toward fulfilling his pledge to be the
"education president." The lesson of
experience, however, tells us that campaign
promises often amount to less than zero
after election day is over. Let's hope the
president lives up to this one by changing
his mind and signing the minimum wage
bill.
Editor's note:
Lane Kirkland is the
president of the American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial
Organizations, which is a federation of
American trade unions encompsing
teamsters, carpenters, garment workers,
automobile, aircraft, agricultural, and steel
workers unions.
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ASC Quoteline...

Should ASC install condom machines in campus bathrooms,
and will they make students sexually responsible?

It'd make people more
responsible. It'd give them a
chance."
Sonya Dillard
freshman, nursing

I don't think condom machines
are going tomake anybody more
responsible.
However, the
revenue from sales should go
to the student body.
Greg Cowling
sophmore, nursing bach.

"You can buy it at a store. If
they're responsible they know
what they need.
They'll
vandalize it, more likely."
Hollis Young
unior, CJ

Condom machines flop on
some campuses around U.S.
(CPS) After struggling to get condoms in campus places where they can buy co n
their dorms and through their campus health doms.
But Estrin said condom sales are not
clinics, students don't seem to be buying
very
good anywhere. "We're concerned
the devices, various campuses report.
that
sales
are relatively flat. AIDS did
Campus condom sales have been so
cause
an
initial
jump, but it's flattened. If
slow at Michigan Sate University, for ex
you
look
at
the
order
of magnitude neces
ample, that MSU officials in early May said
sary
to
impact
AIDS,
it's not happening."
they will reconsider keeping condom vend
Estrin
also
attributed
disappointing
ing machines in the school's dorms.
campus
condom
sales
to
youthful
feelings
Other campus and industry representa
of
invulnerability.
"College
students
think
tives describe collegiate condom sales in
less-than-enthusiastic terms of being "flat," they're invincible."
Gimmicks haven't helped, either. Nick
"fair," or "okay."
"Studies show people are more edu Fogel of College Condoms, which markets
cated, but it's hard to get people to change the devices in school colors, describes his
their behaviors," said Dr. Norman Estrin of sales as "so-so."
the Health Industry Manufacturer's Asso
Fogel, however, thinks his condoms are
ciation, which tracks things like condom popular if only because "retailers tell m e
sales. "It's still not macho to use con our condoms are being stolen, and noothers
doms."
are."
Condom sales at the University of Cali
While Fogel contended his whimsical
fornia at Santa Barbara, for instance, have approach helps "make itokay [for students]
been "very poor," said dining services di to have one of these things," Estrin worries
rector Kenji Matuoka.
gimmicks "trivialize" a serious health haz
At Ohio State, they have been "okay, not ard like AIDS, which is transmitted through
unusual or unique," added Bill Hall, direc some kinds of sexual conduct, transfusions
tor of OSU's residential cafeterias.
of contaminated blood and by using dirty
The University of Connecticut is mak needles to inject drugs.
ing money, "but not a great profit," from
Consequently, some campuses aren't
condom sales, said U of Conn, operations concerned that sales are slow.
official Chip Yensan.
Noting that Michigan State sells an
Some school condom sales are good. average of only nine condoms per week out
Central Michigan University sells about of each of its dorm vending machines,
700 condoms a month from the 22 vending MSU's Charles Gagliano added, "but that
machines in its dorms, CMU North Cam may be nine people who didn't use [con
pus housing director Grant Skomski said. doms] before."
Skomski speculated students at smaller
"If you save one life by providing this
campuses may use campus vending ma product," added CMU's Skomski, "it's
chines more than students at bigger schools worth it." •
because they don't have as many other off-

AIDS

'I really don't think they should,
t's vulgar. There are stores they
can go to. They should be in the
dorms in the laundromat."
Lahoma Lonon
freshman, dental hygiene

continued from page 1

"I c on't t hink it wou
hurt
anything. If it's convenient
they're more likely to use
them."
Cheryl Pack
freshman, ADN

with PWAs, who, according to Marley,
often suffer burnout.
ACE also provides financial assistance,
legal assistance, transportation, and
emotional support for PWAs. However,
due to an absence of funding, walk-in
services at thefacility are presently provided
only Wednesday through Friday, 7-9 pm.
ACE is doing things that no one at the
moment is doing. Hopefully, as this area
receives more funding for AIDS, we will be
able to liquidate some of our services "
Marley stated.
However, Marley noted that because
ACE focuses on organizing volunteers it
will never be totally unnecessary. "You
can't pay people to hold someone's hand
when they're scared or play bingo with
them when they're bored. Y ou need people
committed to do these kinds of things."
Attempts to combat the AIDS problem
rely on committed people. A recent
community AIDS forum, sponsored by
1S one example of people working to

educate the public. It would also bepossible
for Armstrong to distributemore frequently
the free literature that is available about
AIDS and to organize a student group that
would hold informational workshops and
promote AIDS awareness. Educational
information is also available in the media.
Consumer Reports (March 1989)
tested condoms for strength and defects
and rated the various brands, finding two
brands to be "grossly defective."
A survey of the magazine's readers
suggests that one in 165 condoms breaks
during vaginal sex, and one in 105 breaks
during anal sex.
The magazine goes on to report that
when condoms are used properly and don't
break, various laboratory experiments have
shown them to be highly effective at
stopping transmission ofdisease. Consumer
Reports also stated that nonoxynol-9, found
in most spermicides, helps prevent the
spread of diseases such as AIDS by killing
the organisms that cause them. •
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New college problem -- no black men on campuses
^
by Janet Singleton. CPS
In March, the American Council on
Education (ACE) reported the disturbing
news that colleges were doing a terrible job
recruiting and keeping black males. 60% of
the blacks in college, the ACE said, are
female.
The trend was widely denounced as bad
news for the black family, the economy,
and soci ety, which observers saw as be
coming skewed with well-employed black
women supporting poor, dispirited, unedu
cated black men.
For black women on America's cam
puses, however, the report broke down to a
more immediate, personal problem: being
alone on Saturday night.
"It's hard to get a date here," said Tif
fany Hamiel of the University of California
at Santa Barbara. "You rarely see black
couples walking hand in hand."
Bonnie McClain, a University of Okla
homa senior, concurred. "Most black

women
women finri
find somebody off campus —
someone they meet in the city or have
waiting back home — to date."
tu see
"It's reallyj sickening to
see wen
well dressed
black women going to a ball unescorted0"
added Jerry Smith, a spokesman for Colo
rado State University (CSU), in recalling a
recent black fraternity bash in Fort Collins.
CSU senior Allison Cumberbatch said,
Most of the people I know don't date, and
I'm talking about some really beautiful
women."
The shortage of black men on campuses
distorts the college experience," Smith
said. The stunted social scene is twisted
even more because the relatively few eli
gible bachelors around are often seen as
stuck-up. "Black men are a prized com
modity here, and they act like it."
"The guys see it to their advantage,"
Hamiel observed. "They don't tend to get
tied up or acknowledge they have girl
friends."
"A lot have several girlfriends," added
Susan Alexander, a senior at Howard Uni

versity in Washington, D.C.
"They play around," complained Notre
Dame University sophomore Sonya Smith.
"A lot of (black men) are stuck-up, or
they're really interested in white girls. The
majority of guys are on some sort of athletic
scholarship, and they think every girl will
want them because they're athletes."
Black women's numerical superiority,
student Smith said, simply "puts another
stumbling block in the challenges of black
male-female relationships."
In fact, Smith believes "black females
are more prepared for the educational proc
ess. We raise our daughters and spoil our
sons."
"It's kind of strange to sit in a classroom
where there are no men," Alexander said of
Howard, where only 43% of the student
population is male.
Middlebury College in V ermont is one
of a handful of campuses that can boast of
a roughly 50-50 gender balance, but sopho
more Kikanza Ramsey said finding romance
can still be problematic.

She noted that Middlebury's black popu
lation is so small and clo
se-knit that "dating
someone [in it] would be like going out
with your brother and everybody knowing
about it."
For Ramsey, there are few alternatives.
"If I started dating a white guy, my two
roommates would not speak to me."
Black men, in fact, are probably more
likely to try interracial dating than black
women are, Hamiel said. "It's some kind of
status symbol for a black man to have a
white woman here."
Cumberbatch added her CSU classmates
have "gotten used to the black athlete with
the blond on his arm."
But CSU's Smith speculates the small
number of black women open to interracial
relationships is growing out of necessity.
For many women, it's become aquestion of
"being alone or dating someone white."
Cumberbatch agreed. "I certainly
wouldn't limit myself. If anyone wants to
invite me out on Saturday night, I'm cer
tainly available. I'm sick of sitting at hom
e."

3 out of 4 Native American students fail to graduate college
(CPS) Of t he Native Americans who enter many Native Americans off campuses.
college, "three out offour don't make it" to
"They're going into the Army, not into
graduation, a professor studying minority college. They can learn skills there," said
enrollment reported the last week of April. Wells.
Graduation rates for the nation's 91,000
The survey showed the average finan
Native American or Eskimo college stu cial aid grant to Native American students
dents peaked in the seventies and leveled was $1,531 per student while the average
off in the eighties, said Robert Wells of cost of attending schools surveyed was
New York's St. Lawrence University in a $5,400.
"Most Indian students are poor-they
study of Native American students at 79
have no money," said Wells. They can' tget
colleges in th e United States.
Wells found that lack of money kept grants, and avoid student loans because

"they have no way to pay loans off."
Keeping Indian students in school by
More than half of the Native Americans having courses, counseling services, and"a
who enter college drop out in their first hospitable climate on campus" requires "an
year, if not for the lack of money, Wells institutional commitment, and that takes
stated, then because of inadequate back money," Wells said. He found that some of
grounds and homesickness.
the schools that serve Native Americans
"Family is important in Indian life. More don't have it.
than half the Native Americans who attend
"Five of the schools we sent surveys to
college choose a school that's within 50 had gone out of business. So these are high
miles of an Indian reservation," says Wells. risk schools," Wells said of the low cost,
Few schools, Wells found, even had two-year schools that often are the schools
Native American faculty members.
most available to Native Americans. •

Law school sues American Bar Association for accreditation
(CPS) CBN University law students
sked a c ourt to order the Americian Bar
Association (ABA) to accredit their school
•efore the ir 20 May graduation date and
»ay them dam ages.
In refusing to accredit the Virginia
chool, the ABA, the students said, violated
heir civil rights by subjecting them to "deiberate administrative delays, arbitrary
tandards, and processes hostile to religous schools."
"If they don't approve us [before gradution], we can't practice law in at least 43

states," explained Paul Hedges. Hedges
and his 49 classmates are the first to go all
the way through the school.
Founded by televangelist Pat Robertson,
CBN — which originally stood for "Chris
tian Broadcasting Network"—teaches law
from "a biblical perspective," said law
professor Roger Bern, who is representing
the students.
The students allege the ABA is biased
against religious law schools.
"This class includes students from 21
states," said Ann B. Neidow, CBN's spokes

woman. "They can't return to their home
states to practice without the accredita
tion."
The ABA recommended no accredita
tion for the law school in January. CBN
appealed, but the ABA deferred action until
it could receive a fact-finding report in
June.
The delay, rather than the lack of ac
creditation, was the sorest point for the
students, Niedow said.
Formerly affiliated with Oral Roberts
University in Tulsa, the law school had

been accredited by the ABA. But in 1986,
when the school became part of CBN, the
ABA refused to transfer its approval.
The school applied again for accredita
tion in 1987, said Dean Hubert W. Titus,
making "every effort" to gain approval
before the graduation date of the first CBN
class.
The students have provisional approval
from the state Board of Bar Examiners to
take the bar exam in Virginia. Six other
states also have procedures that may enable
the CBN grads to take the test. •

Unko's Graphic Corp. sued for violation of copyright laws

(CPS)—Eight textbook publishers have
sued Kinko's Graphic Corporation, the big
printing chain that serves hundreds of col
lege campuses around the country, charg
ing that two of the firm's New York City
stores photocopied material illegally.
The suit, filed the last week in April,
followed months of speculation that book
publishers were going to try to crack down
on "professor publishing," in which teach
ers photocopy and bind together classroom
materials to supplement — and in some
cases replace — textbooks.
The publishers say the practice, which

can save students substantial amounts of
Professors often use anthologies, which
money, violates copyright law because it typically cost about $10, instead of using
uses material without
________________ several textbooks,
paying the authors or
Publishers [are trying] to whlch run about$35
each.
CraCk
d0Wn .°n
'.'Pro,eSSOr
Under the "fair
stores wrongly repro- publishing," in which teach- nse" clause of copyduced "substantial erS phOtOCOpy and bind to- right laws, professors
portions"of 12books
gether classroom materials to need permission to
without permission, SUDD|ement textbooks.
photocopy everyand packaged them „
= thing, unless they can
in professors' anpass a litmus test for
thologies for classes at three New York brevity, spontaneity, and "cumulative efschools
feet" of the copying on the course.

Professors and their schools, at least for
now, are not named in t he suit.
Kurt Koenig, vice president and copy
right lawyer for Kinko, said he was opti
mistic about winning the lawsuit, but said
"students will not have access to up-to-theminute materials" if the publishers win.
ASC's Frank Butler, vice president and
dean of faculty, said that although the school
doesn't have a system, "I've written to the
faculty on occasion and asked them to be
careful about it. The real test is would the
teacher purchase the textbook if they didn't
copy it?" •
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Drugless Ya'll comes to ASC
bv Anne Muller
ASC's student government president,
Robert Spaulding, is working tosee that the
school exceeds rather than merely meets
the federal requirement that institutions must
have drug abuse prevention programs.
unK has
uui complied
wiupiiw. with
w.l.. u.v
Armstrong
the law,
passed in October 1988, by recognizing
Alcohol Awareness Week. But Spaulding
recently met with Dr.Robert Burnett, presi
dent of Armstrong, to discuss further op
tions that will be made possible with help
Dean Carol Pearson at GSU agreed,
upon Spaulding's suggestion, to let Arm
strong share in GSU's federal grant to fight
drug abuse. GSU has printed free booklets
about campus alcohol and drug abuse. In
addition to receiving a portion of the book
lets, ASC will be given free Drugless Ya'll
t-shirts. Drugless Ya'll is a campaign that
encourages Georgia campuses to be drugfree.
j
Although Spaulding says, "We haven't
got any specific programs set yet," he

emphasizes that "Rnrnett
"Burnett is behin>
behind us
100%!" An alcohol and drug awareness
fair, educational workshops, and counsel
ing groups have been mentioned as possi
bilities, but more funding still needs to be
found.
"Enough efforts have been put in to
comply — just enough to comply," observed Spaulding. The new federal law
may provide the leverage to insure that
changes are made and more emphasis is put
on the problem.
There is a need for the program at ASC,
Spaulding maintains. "[Substance abuse]
is a problem in our dorms." The drug abuse
awareness program, according to Spauld
ing, is one which could unify the school by
having various disciplines, such as nursing
and psychology, work together. It's also a
problem that can't be confined to one race
or gender, Spaulding added. "It's a damn
shame when we have to be presented with
a problem before we unify.
"Drug abuse is going to destroy our
country, not only our school, if we don't
start addressing and educating awareness
of this problem." •

Did you kn ow that Armstrong students
are able to major in engineering by taking
two years of preparatory classes and then
transfers to aschool that offers an engineering degree?
The engineering studies program pro
vides the basic math, science, and engi
neering courses thatare included in thefirst
two years of a standard engineering cur
riculum. After approximately two years of
study at ASC, students may transfer to a
university with an engineering department.
There are also two other special pro
grams a student may pursue. The Regent's
Engineering Transfer Program (RETP)
provides opportunities for Georgia resi
dents toaccess engineering education within
the state.
Under the program, transfer students to
Georgia Tech compete on an equal basis
with lower division Tech students for a
/#=

Security problems revisited

rate and does not blame the officers at
Armstrong for moving on to bigger areas,
He notes that due to money and c areer
Since the article on the campus security, opportunities, many officers will not want
several people have mentioned specific to make working at Armstrong a career.
criticism
against the security guards. In the
Stegall proposed a plan wh ich could
confirmed major. The RETP will soon be
last
issue
of
The
Inkwell,
a
letter
to
the
keep
a steady flow of top campus security
replaced by a selection system based on the
editor
brought
up
the
problem
of
finding
a
guards
on campus. The plan calls for the
student's math, science, and engineering
guard
when
you
need
to
get
in
a
building
utilization
of criminal justice majors to
GPAs and overall GPA. This type of sys
during
the
weekend.
Also,
the
bookstore
work
on
the
security force after their classes.
tem judges the student solely on academic
was
broken
into
for
the
first
time
in
25
This
plan
would
allow students to g ain
performance.
years
over
the
weekend
of
13
May.
experience
and
of
fer
them the chance to go
The other special program of study is the
John
Stegall,
vice
president
of
busi
through
the
Police
Academy
in o rder to
dual degree program. In this program a
student may simultaneously earn a B.S. ness and finance, and chief of campus become certified. Once thestudents gradu
degree in an engineering-related area from security Hans Mueller agree that the guards ates, they would have a BA in criminal
Armstrong, like math or computer science, are difficult to find. On the weekends there justice, certification, and applicable job
and a B.S. degree in engineering from se is only one guard patrolling the campus and experience.
Unfortunately there are not e nough
lected schools, such as Auburn, Clemson, that guard could be anywhere on campus.
Georgia Tech, University of Florida, and Guards will be harder to get in touch with students to do this because many already
during the hours of 4pm -9pm because the work for law enforcementagencies. Stegall
Mississippi State.
student
assistant quit and will not be re is also hoping to raise the salaries of the
For students not considering a B.S.
placed
until
next fall. If you need to contact officers to at least a competitive level with
degree in engineering, a minor in engineer
a
guard
in
the
evening, you may need to call the Savannah Police Department. He can
ing studies is offered to chemistry, applied
the
beeper
number
(944-9125).
mathematics, and computer science ma
not do this until funds become available.
Another
question
asked by many stu
jors. Liberal arts students may seek a
The lack of communication between
concentration in engineering, which will dents (especially those who have gotten guards may result from the fact that Arm
provide a fundamental understanding of tickets): Where does the ticket money go? strong security does not have a security
The money goes into the general fund, guidelines manual. Procedures and poli
basic engineering principles. •
which helps in the operation costs of educa cies are passed between the guards by word
tion and general operations. Last year of mouth.
$11,098.50 was collected from traffic fines
The four colleges which were used in
and this year, through April, about $7,000 the last security article because they were
has been garnered from traffic tickets.
comparable in size to Armstrong have se
Perhaps the biggest concern of students curity guidelines manuals. Augusta Col
is the lack of communication between lege and Kennesaw have Policyand Proce
guards. A student may be told one thing by dure Manuals, Columbus College has Se
one guard only to be told something else by curity Guidelines and Clayton College is
another. The main reason for this maybe currently updating and revising their man
thehigh turnoverratein the security guards. ual.
Many people do not realize that the
Perhaps what Armstrong security offi
security guards are certified police officers cers need is a Policy and Procedure Man
(certification comes from passing the Po ual. A manual would eliminate any confu
lice Academy). The starting salary for an sion in policy and the guards' answers to
officer at Armstrong is $12,006 a year and students' questions would be uniform.
die starting salary for an officer in the
The problems in the campus security
Savannah Police Department is $16 680 officer system result from circumstances
per year.
and funding and Stegall and Mueller are
Stegall is aware of the high turnover working to rectify them. •

Engineering transfer program
by Andy Laughlin

It's been a while since you've done that, Dr. Cooksey

The Geechee will be
distributed during
1989 fall quarter

Students will be notified by
mail for information on how
to obtain their copy
%

by Lisa Gunderson-Catron
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Engineering Society
All students interested in engineering or
related fields are invited to join the Engi
neering Society. The society organizes
presentations by professional engineers in
the community, provides scholarships for
members, and hosts periodic social events.
Anyone interested in the society should
contact Dr. Gerald Jones at 927-5304.

Phi Mu
The sisters of Phi Mu would like to
announce their officers for 1989-90:

president Lisa Hamilton, vice president
Staci Ray, treasurer Melissa Todd, record
ing secretary Lisa Shearhouse, and mem
bership director Jeana Harden.
Recently Phi Mu completed a fund drive
for Project Hope(Health Opportunities for
People Everywhere), our national charity.
We made about $60.00 during the week in
pennies, nickles, dimes, and quarters. We
had an awful lot of pennies to roll.
School participation was really great!
Thanks to everyone who threw a penny in
the fountain and made a wish.

photo by Ron Speir

Chinua Achebe during recent lecture in Jenkin's Auditorium

Achebe visits ASC campus
by Anne MulJer
Internationally famous author Chinua
Achebe spoke to a near-capacity crowd at
Armstrong's Jenkin's Auditorium on 17
May.
Achebe decided to "improvise and
ramble" about his experiences instead of
discussing his works closely. He has writ
ten five novels. The first, Things Fall
Apart, published in 1957, brought him im
mediate international praise. Achebe is
also a poet, critic, and short story writer.
The only knowledge he had of Savan
nah, Achebe said, was a reference in a 1789
book to a visiting freeman who was nearly
enslaved here. On his first lecture in the
deep sout h, Achebe joked that he hoped
"the same does not happen to me — after
all, it's been 200 years!"
Stressing that his works have touched
people from all cultures, Achebe related the
story of a Yonkers, New York boy who
wrote to thank Achebe "for telling him
about the customs and superstitions of the
African tr ibe." Achebe remarked, "There
are plenty of superstitions in your own
tribe."
But many have looked beyond the set
ting of Achebe's books and seen them
selves. Author James Baldwin said one of
Achebe's characters "is my father. I don't
know how he got over there [to Africa],"
Though people worldwide can relate to
his characters, Achebe maintains that people
have misinterpreted his universal appeal.
"The West sees something they can
understand and says it's universal. That's
provincial." The "worst kind of provincial

ism," according to Achebe, is the attempt to
judge a novel by giving the characters
Western names and seeing if the novel is
still successful. "It never occurs to them to
take John Updike's characters and put
African names on them."
Achebe went on to say that you can
separate the characters from the culture as
a critic, but in writing, the stage, setting,
and atmosphere can't be removed. "When
you've determined setting, you've taken an
irrevocable step."
Achebe draws from his experiences in
Nigeria as a child of Christian parents,
surrounded by non-Christians. "I was, as it
were, in the crossroads." Despite the warn
ings of some, he was friendly with the nonChristians. Though told he shouldn't eat
with the non-Christians because they didn't
bless their food, "I didn't notice any differ
ence in taste between their rice" and the rice
of Christians "It was a time of coexis
tence."
"I am not happy about the current politi
cal situation in Nigeria. I am most un
happy."
Discussing his decision to write in both
English and his native language, Achebe
commented that "some people in my situ
ation say we must not write in English" but
in an African language. "But I have two
hands. I see no reason to cut one off."
There are so many African languages that
Achebe sees English as a way to communi
cate with a larger audience. Achebe adds,
"Having two languages interacting is a very
rich experience."
Achebe's lecture was dampened only
by the inanity of the crowd's follow-up
questions.

*•*

Phi Mu sisters Jeana Harden, Lisa Hamilton, and Kathleen Bradley look
for pennies tossed into the fountain for Project Hope

ASC Jazz Ensemble performs in FA
The Armstrong State College Jazz Savannah. He recently presented concerts
Ensemble, directed by Randall Reese, and workshops in Bogota, Colombia with a
performed on Monday 29 May with guest group which included Reese, Ben Tucker,
guitarist Teddy Adams.
and three Colombian musicians.
Adams, a Savannah native, has worked
Adams and the ASC Jazz Ensamble
with such jazz greats as Blue Mitchell, Art performed many favorites, including the
Blakey, and Eddie Henderson. He has Woody Woodpecker Theme, You Taught
taught music at Savannah State College Me to Love, and Basically Blues. •
and is now employed by the city of

ASC hosts music consortium
Two Armstong State College music
professors are helping meet the need for
fine musical entertainment through out
southeast Georgia by performing at various
college campuses.
Dr. Lucinda Schultz, soprano, was ac
companied by Kevin Vogelsang on piano
foraperformanceat Brunswick College on
18 May. Schultz is an assistantprofessorof
music whose classes include private voice
and advanced music theory. Vogelsang is
also an assistant professor of music and his
teaching duties include private and class
piano. Both professors perform for the
public frequently. Their presentation in
cluded selections ranging form the classi-

cal style of Mozart to the all-time favorites
Berlin and Gershwin.
This was the last in a series of three
performances aimed at encouraging sup
port of fine arts in the area. The two
previous performances took place at
Waycross and South Georgia College. The
series is sponsored by the Fine Arts Con
sortium, an organization of eight colleges
formed in 1987 to expand local apprecia
tion of fine arts. The Consortium includes
Armstrong State College, Augusta Col
lege, Brunswick College, East Georgia
College, Georgia Southern College, Savan
nah State College, South Georgia College,
and Waycross College. •

Water quality to be discussed
The Georgia Environmental Protection
Division (EPD) will hold a public meeting
at 7pm on Thursday, 1June in theSavannah
Civic Center. The EPD will also hold a
public hearing at Armstrong on Tuesday,
13 June at 7pm. The public meeting and
hearing will be confined to water quality
issues. The hearing will not consider land
use or zoning issues.
The EPD is considering and reviewing a
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) Permit application for a
discharge of 2.45 MGD of treated waste
water from the City of Savannah Geor
getown Water Pollution Control Plant
(WPCP). The facility is currently operated
as a 0.35 MGD land application system,
LAS Permit No. GAO2-106.
The purpose of the public meeting and
hearing will be to present and receive
comments on the proposed NPDES permit
for the Georgetown WPCP. The proposed
NPDES discharge would have to comply
with the requirements of Georgia's water
quality standards.
At the public meeting, EPD staff will
answer questions and provide any further
explanations that participants may desire.

Volunteer
hotline
© Male volunteers are needed on
Fridays between 10am and 11am to
work one-on-one with stroke victims.
Theonly special skills that are needed
are patience and a sense of humor.
© A neighborhood community cen
ter is seeking a person to do book
keeping and accounting for their
agency three mornings per week.
I his p osition could be job-shared by
two volunteers.
© The Girl Scouting in the Inner
City Program is recruiting coaches
for their various teams for the three
weeks prior to 5 August in prepara
tion for the Double Dutch rope jump
ing tournament.
O There is an immediate need for
volunteers to assist with the Red
Cross blood donor program.
© A southside agency needs a volun
teer who has a basic familiarity with
personal computers and the ability
to do light typing. Help is needed
nine hours per week.
© Organizationsorgroupsof people
are needed to help with field days,
parties, and fundraisers for various
non-profit organizations.

For more information contact the
Voluntary Action Center of United
Way at 234-1636.

The public hearing will be to receive com
ments on the proposed permit. Hearing
participants will not be subject to question
ing from the audience, but may be ques
tioned by the hearing officer for clarifica
tion of technical points or to develop a
better understanding of statements.
Participants at the meeting and hearing
are requested to register upon arrival and
indicate their intent to give oral or written
statements. Lengthy statements or state
ments of a considerable technical or eco
nomic nature must be submitted for the
official record. During the hearing, oral
statements shall be limited to five minutes
to permit everyone an opportunity to be
heard.
Written comments are welcomed. To
insure their consideration, written com
ments should be received by close of busi
ness 28 June. Address comments to: Direc
tor, Environmental Protection Division,
Department of Natural Resources, 205
Butler Street, S.E., Floyd Towers East,
Atlanta, Georgia 30334. The permit appli
cation, draft permit, comments received,
and other information are available for
review at the above location. •>

illfBilS

Inner City Night
Shelter needs food
Inner City Night Shelter needs dried and
canned foods for its daily soup kitchen.
Especially needed are: canned vegetables
such as peas, beans, greens, and tomato
products; pasta and rice; soups; and peanut
butter and jelly.
Donations may be dropped off at the
shelter, located at 124 Arnold Street (cor
ner of East President and Arnold) from 9am
to 5pm Monday through Friday. For week
end drop-offs or for more information call
Inner City at 232-4673.
The Inner City Night Shelter is a non
profit organization that provides meals and
shelter for Savannah's homeless. •

Two anxious students attempt to escape from Gamble Hall
to get an early start on their summer tans

Now
Godfather's
Open
IT M

Ft. McAllister
honors soldiers
On 27 May Fort McAllister Historic
Park honored the 600,000-plus American
soldiers who gave their lives during the
Civil War. Re-enactors wearing Civil War
uniforms fired salutes in remembrance of
those who fought and died on the battle
fields of our nation.
Throughout the day, the soldiers were
on hand to conduct tours of the fort and give
special talks dealing with the Civil War and
those who fought in it. In the evening a
candle lantern tour was conducted, explor
ing the various mounds of the earth-made
fortification.
Operated by the Georgia Department of
Natural Resources, Fort McAllister His
toric Park is located 10 miles east 1-95 on
Georgia Highway 144 and 25 miles south
ot Savannah.

1 block west of Armstrong State College on Abercorn,
in Savannah Crossing Shopping Center

Student Special
Mini pizza or Deli Sandwich and Soft Drink

only $1.89 with Student ID
EAT IN
TAKE OUT
AND DELIVERY

Where friends meet!

CALL 921-0500
1Student

Discounts

Dirafe:

0)(0
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Nine Armstrong music students
Government Association. The event
will perform their original compositions commemorated the 25th anniversary of
in a public recital on Wednesday, 31 Johnsons graduation. Johnson is the
May at 12:30pm, in room 206 of Fine director of die New Futures Initiative,
Arts. Students participating arc Jim Ryan, which is an organ ization that assists young
Danny Kienc, Donna Long, Chance people who are at risk of becoming
Williams, Suzic Waters, Cheryl Wccch, pregnant or dropping out of school.
Elizabeth Rodgers, Kathleen O'Neal, and
JcffHerrin.
Lane Library's summer hours
Students have created musical
will be Mon-Thurs 8am-9pm, Fri 8amcompositions for a variety of instruments
5pm, Sat 10am-3pm, Sun lpm-9pm.
including a brass ensemble, double brass
and piano, tuba and piccolo, vocal solo
•>.
Armstrong State College's nine
with piano accompaniment, and choral
radiologic technologists had a 100% pass
ensemble with piano accompaniment.
rale on the National Board Examinations
given by the American Registry of
The Armstrong State College
Radiologic Technologists.
These
Vocal Ch amber Ensemble, directed by graduates had an 86% class average, a
Dr. Robert Harris, will present its final score which is 13% higher than the
concert for the academic year on Mon national average.
day, 5 J une. The concert w ill begin at 8pm
Registered technicians assure high
in th e fine arts auditorium.
quality and safe health care in radiologic
The program will include madrigals, clinic settings.
folk songs, and unpublished pieces of
The newly registered technologists
manuscripts from South America. Eight are Suzanne Beatty-Spivcy, Carol
languages, including German, French, Ital Branncn, Mary Bryd, Patricia Crews,
ian, and Spanish, will be featured, and Karen Long, Gay Triplelt, Jennifer
foreign s tudents from Finland and Hol Marcotte, Donald Mi xon^and Pam Sccly.
land will entertain with selections in Finn
•fr ASC recognized outstanding works
ish and Dutch.
at the awards ceremony for the Annual
Comedian Jeff Altman will appear J uricd Student Art Exhibition. Dot Wade
in the ASC Fine Arts Auditorium Sunday, was selected as the most outstanding
11 June at 7:30pm. Altman is a regular on photography student and John Powell
David Letlcrman and has appeared in was chosen as the most outstanding
numerous tv shows and movies. Reserved drawing student. The Charles F. Jensen
Memorial Award for Ceramics was
seating only. Tickets are $12.50.
awarded to Anne Trotter.
The long awaited energized lab is
now in u se thanks to the generosity of
members of the area medical community.
More than SI25,000 in refurbished
equipment and installation services were
donated in order to get the radiographic
and fluroscopic lab operational.
Now our radiologic technologies
students can perform radiation physics
and radiographic exposure experiments
on a life-like "humanoid" on campus.
Georgians generate millions of
gallons of used oi1 ann ually from changing
motor o il in cars and motorcycles and
from use of oil in manufacturing
machinery. Sometimes waste oil is poured
3n the ground or in streams where it can
contaminate both land and water resources.
Tojcct Petro, a state environmental
crotection division program, is
establishing a nctworkof col lection points
hroughout t he state for individuals and
ittsinesses to deposit used oil. Collected
il will be recycled and reused. Contact
loses McCall, Atlanta, 404/656-2833.
On 3 0 May Otis Johnson, the lirsl
black graduate of ASC, was honored at a
reception given by the Student

Anita Jan Flores, an ASC graduate
student in history with a concentration in
historic preservation, hasbeen awarded a
1989 Preservation Scholarsh ip of S1,000
by the Georgia Trust for Historic
Preservation.
•»
The ASC Wind Ensemble and
College Community Concert Band
recently performed under the direction of
Dr. Michael Campbell. The spring '89
concert, sponsored by the Student
Government and the College Union
Board, featured Sousa's "The Black
Horse Troop" and special selections
highlighting the wind ensemble and the
percussion ensemble.

•> College and career awareness starts
early these days. Sludcnts from Hesse
Elementary School spent about three
hours on Armstrong's campus recently.
They explored possible career fields in
fine arts, health professions, chemistry,
engineering, biology, and computer
science. And, of course, no trip to ASC
is complete without a trip to the library.
The students also ate lunch in the ASC
park before returning to school.

Lane Library presents...

The reference desk: It's
all in a days work
What do your insides look like after an
appendectomy?
Where's the bathroom?
Where can I find a picture of a Japanese
mandala?
Who is ERIC?
How can I market an educational game?
When did the capitol of Georgia move from
Milledgeville to Atlanta?
Why don't you have this magazine?
What is Mr. T's real name?
Can you show me how to use the microfilm
reader?
What is zoerasty?
What are the occupational hazards to weld
ers?
What does the Social Security office do
with its money?
What is the history of the Pirate's House in
Savannah?
What is the oldest standing building in
Savannah?
What is Nacirema?

What does the expression "crop and neck"
mean?
Where can I get a list of love poems written
by living poets?
How many words are added to the diction
ary each year?
Do you have a dictionary of words used in
sculpture?
What is the Mental Measurement Year
book?
What is the smallest particle that can be
seen with the naked eye?
What are the visa requirements for an
American working in B razil?
Is there waste in government?
Where is the Moravian marker?
How many children are injured in car acci
dents because they aren't in car seats?
How many hairs are there on the human
head?
Do you work here?

A

initKsmxon
WILMINGTON ISLAND S/C
216 JOHNNY MERCER BLVD.
WILMINGTON ISLAND
SAVANNAH, GA. 31410
(912) 897-4273

OGLETHORPE MALL
7804 A8ERCORN
SAVANNAH, GA. 31406
(912)355-0119

WIDE SELECTION OF:
OCEAN PACIFIC
TIMBERLAND
IZOD
NAUTICA
FLYING SCOTSMAN

TOPSIDER
DUCKHEAD
BASS
O'NEIL
BIRDWELL
ROCKPORT

get your graduation & father's day
shopping done early!
FREE GIFT WRAP
FREE PARKING

Students informed about
issues during health week
Health Awareness Week was a big
success at A rmstrong. Students received
pamphlets on stress management, sexually
transmitted diseases, and heart disease from
information booths in the Memorial Col
lege Center lobby.
BSN students provided blood pressure
screening, and med tech students provided
free cholesterol screening.
High blood pressure and high choles
terol levels can be life-threatening. Making
it easy to be tested for these problems
encouraged students to find out if they are
at risk.

Robert Spaulding, president of SGA,
got his cholesterol level checked, and be
lieves that "students sometimes get so
caught up in our academic well-being that
we lose our overall physical health, and as
our physical health deteriorates, our aca
demic standings also become jeopardized.
The overall effect of the activities were a
mere reminder to take our health seriously."
There were also educational lectures on
health topics. Sgt.Williams of theChatham
County police department discussed drug
education, and Livia McMann of the
American Red Cross spoke on AIDS. •

Diabetes -- your ignorance
could be dangerous
by Tricia Clark
Diabetes affects one out o f every 20
people in the United States. I t is a disease
that interferes with the bo dy's ability to
change food into energy. This process
requires a s ufficient amount of insulin, a
hormone produced by thepancreas. W hen
insulin is absent or ineffective, the cells in
the body can't use the sugar in the blood
stream to make energy, so the sugar levels
in the blood are too high.
There arc two major different types of
diabetes. Typ eIoccurs when the pancreas
produces little or no insulin. The one mil
lion Americans who have Type I diabetes
need daily injections ofinsulin tostay alive.
Type II diabetesoccurs mostly in adults
and is known better as non-insulin-depcndent diabetes. The pancreas makes insulin,
but the body does not use it effectively.

About 11 million people in the natio
n have
this type of diabetes.
Those at the greatest risk for developing
diabetes are people who are over 40, over
weight, and have a family history of diabe
tes.
There are many warning signs of diabe
tes. According to the American Diabetes
Association, someof the warning signs are
frequent urination, excessive thirst, extreme
photo by Heather Birkheimer
hunger, irritability, nausea, and fatigue.
s cafeteria food better for you than McDonald's?
If you suspect you or anyone you know
has diabetes, a physician can determine if
you have the disease and tell you whether
insulin injections are needed or whether
^*McDonald's Filet-0-Fishcontains45S
blood-sugar levels can be controlled with
by Tricia Clark saturated fat
an exercise and diet plan.
* Burger King Whaler, 40.4%
With proper care, diabetics can prevent
People trying to reduce their risk of * Burger King chicken sandwich, 37.31
or delay complications, such as eye dis heart disease by lowering cholesterol in
* McDonald's Chicken McNuggets,36.55
ease, k idney disease, heart attacks, and take may have to forego fast food restau
All are fried in vegetable oil and beef ui
strokes. •
rants.
low, which is shortening from beef fat

Fast food raises cholesterol

Costs and dangers of herpes
Herpes is a sexually transmitted disease
(STD) that attacks nerve fibers, primarily
those of the mouth and genitalregions, but
not discriminating against the eyes, fingers,
and open cuts. While herpes is not lifethreatening, i t can be quite painful and
possibly leadto other organ problems. Her
pes has no cure.
When the herpes virus has been trans
mitted, it forms blisters at the infection
point and in the span of only a few days
moves up through the fiber until it reaches
the body of thenerve cell. It staysthere per
manently.
Initial symptoms of herpes are basi
cally flu-like (swollen glands, fever, head
ache, joint pain,and general fatigue). Next
come the sores With itch ing and burning,
and sometimes there is discharge. The pain
comes from the open sores upon urinating,
and during this time, youmay urinate every
one to two hours. Sinceeveryone is different, the initial infection can take as long as
two to three weeks to subside, but it usually
takes ten days. Most people experience re

currence one to six times per year for life.
Initial treatment consists of five pills a
day for ten days, then three a day for an
entire year, plus a topical ointment every
three to four hours until visible sores are
gone. The pills run $40 and the ointment
$29 for a week's supply.
The misconception about STDs is that
"if it's not active, then it's not in a conta
gious state." If the virus is "active," then
you're definitely contagious. But just
because there aren't any obvious symp
toms present doesn t mean that you're not
in a contagious state.
In a recent issue of OB/GYN News an
article referred to thisbelief as"shedding."
A study showed that two in five women
infected their partners unknowingly.
Although condoms do offer some pro
tection when used properly, "wearing a
condom has n ot been shown to prevent
transmission o f the genital herpes virus"
(Burroughs Wellcome, Co. pamphlet) as it
is possible to pass on the virus via a con
taminated hand or through oral sex. •

Heart disease i s by far the nation's
number one killer, causing more deaths
than all forms of cancer combined. Every
minute, two Americans suffer a heart at
tack, andevery year 550,000 die of hear
t at
tacks.

Those restaurants could have a tremen
dous beneficial impacton thenation'shei
by switching to unsaturated oils thateitl®
lower or have no effect on blood choles
terol levels.
In addition, fast food chains couldhei.
Cholesterol is a fatty substance found in reduce the risk of both heart disease a
all animal tissues. The human body manu cancer by serving fewer fried a nd »"•
factures most of its own cholesterol, but lower-fat foods.
some enters the body in food. Fatty depos
How do the fast food rest aurants fe
its containing cholesterol may collect on about this? McDonald's Terri Capascthe inner walls of arteries, causing harden told Science Digest that the current cod
ing of the arteries (arteriosclerosis). These ing mixture provides "taste the custom1
deposits narrow the blood vessels. Blood will buy."
clots can block the narrowed vessels and
Until restaurants change the way'
cause heart attacks.
prepare their foods, you can use this chart
The American Heart Association, the compiled by CSPI, to choose a irestaur2*1
U.S. Surgeon General, the National Acad that fits your health interests.
emy of Sciences, and a recent Consensus Arby 's—partiallyhydrogenated soybean
Development Conference at the National Burger King-beef tallow and v egemt
Institutes of Health have all issued the
same shortening (93% beef, 7% soybean)
recommendation: eat less saturated fats. apple pies, onion rings, fries; Whaler t'
Animal fats (beef, pork, and dairy), and sandwich may be fried in vegetable shi
coconut and palm oils arethe major sources
ening; burgers broiled
of saturated fats.
Church's FriedChicken-refused tore#
Unfortunately, many fast food restau Dairy Queen-animal/vegetable shorten'
rants fry their hamburgers, chicken, fish, (90% animal, 10% cottonseed or soybetrench fries, pies, and other foods in beef Denny's —soy oil shortening(may c°r""
tallow and other saturated fats. Science
up to 2% cottonseed oil)
Digest's study found:
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The Inkwell's Year End
Achievement Awards
SATIRE

photo by Chris Klug, SPS

John and Linda Jensen receive their award for best new teachers

ASC awards convocation held
Armstrong students were saluted at the
Annual Awards Convocation recently.
The Gold A, an award given to those
students who are selected as recipients of
Silver As for both service and academic
excellence, was presented to Michael Shin.
Shin has com piled a 3.908 overall GPA
majoring in chemistry/pre-med and was
also presented with the Outstanding Chem
istry Senior A ward. Shin was the ASC
representative at the Third Annual Aca
demic Recognition Day, and was selected
for Who's Who Among Students in Ameri
can Colleges. H e served as the president of
the Armstrong International Club and is a
member of numerous honor societies. He
will study in Norway this summer as a
Rotary International Scholar, and will at
tend Medical College of Georgia this fall.
Silver A s for service went to Robert
Long, Stephanie Norman, and Michael
West, Jr.
Long also received the Joseph A. Buck
Award for his col lege and community ac
tivities. He is a criminal justice major and
is the immediate past president of the ASC
Student Government Asociation. He was
named an Outstanding Young Man of
America and served as an ASC CHAOS
orientation leader.
Norman was also the recipient of the
Yvonne English Memorial Award. Achemistry and English major, she served as both
vice president and secretary for SGA and is
a past president of Alpha Gamma Delta.
West als o received the Outstanding
College Union Board Award for his efforts
m CUB programming. West, who will earn
adegree in English with a minor in commu
nications, has held positions in various organizations, in cluding editor of The Inkwell. He is also an active participant in
Armstrong's intramural sports.
Silver As for Academic Excellence were
awarded to Janet Clausen Maganini and
Evelyn Lightfoot Aimar for achievement at
die baccalaureate de gree level and Shane
Waugh for the associate degree level.
Maganini, an education major, earned a
3.948 GPA and will be graduating summa
Qwn

laude.
Aimar earned a 3.898 GPA. She also

received the Dean's Award for Academic
Excellence in Education and held the posi
tion of secretary in the Georgia Student
Association of Educators.
Waugh earned a GPA of 3.692 in the
field of respiratory therapy and received
the department award. He is also a member
of the nationally ranked Armstrong cheer
leaders.
The Henry L. Ashmore Award for out
standing SGA senator went toDonna Hooks.
The President's Cup Award for the
varsity athlete with the highest scholastic
average went to Mike Mitchner. He was
selected All-American for 1988 and was
the co-captain of the baseball team for
1988. He was drafted by the Chicago
White Sox.
The winners of the Kristina Brockmeier
Award for best new teachers were Linda
and John Jensen.
Departmental awards were as follows:
Daughters of the American Colonists Award
- Mary Wells Bacon
Phi Alpha Theta - Angela Yglesias
Roger K. Warlick Prize in History - Claudia
B. Lamas
Ross Clark Scholarship Award; Georgia
Consortium Award on International Pro
grams and Activities - Mark Goodwin
The Robert I. Phillips Award for Dental
Hygiene - Denise Trull
The Proctor & Gamble Award for Dental
Hygiene - Stacy Griffin
Respiratory Therapy Award for Outstand
ing Clinician - Ken Hendley
Associate Degree of Nursing Award for
Outstanding Student - Donna Ferguson
Associate Degree of Nursing for Outstand
ing Clinician - Joann Hagenbuch
Baccalaureate Degree Nursing Outstand
ing Students Award - Martha Boutin and
Katie Mulligan
Leslie Davenport Award for Academic
Excellence in Biology - Kathleen Goodwin
Mary Ruth Williams and Fred L. WilHams
Senior Outstanding English Major Awards
- Stacy Hooks and Anne Muller
The Lillian Spencer Award for Best Work
in Calliope - Donald Robinson
Menzel-Magnus Award for Scholarship
Elizabeth Bryant •

Best experiment in science: Lane Li
brary staff for their research in the field of
cryogenics in room 206. It is reported that
eight students have remained in suspended
animation after viewing a film during the
year. "We're hoping to thaw them out
when the world is a better place to live in.
Perhaps when we've redecorated the li. brary with some new furniture," explained
a library spokesperson. Other students have
experienced the temporary effects of shortterm cryogenics over a 50minute time span
while trapped in room 206.
Teacher of the year: Dr. Staff. This
selfless faculty member excells head and
shoulders above his peers every quarter,
teaching more than his required number of
classes. He has even been known to teach
several different classes during the same
period. Dr. Staff has several degrees rang
ing from accounting to zoology, making
him the most valuable and flexible faculty
member the school has ever had.
Audubon award for naturalist: Arm
strong State College for constructing a birdhouse featured in the last issue of The
Inkwell. The birdhouse has reportedly saved
the lives of 98 South American Fruit Bats
that were left homeless after their eviction
ACROSS

1 Propositions
5 Imitates
9 Male turkey
12 Metal
13 Volcanic
emanation
14 Regret
15 Choir voice
17 Mends
19 Scandinavian
monetary
unit: pi.
21 Long, deep cut
22 Toward shelter
24 In the vicinity of
25 Lamprey
26 Likelihood
27 Be present
29 Note of scale
31 Possessive
pronoun
32 French article
33 Behold!
34 Lubricate
35 Prefix: down

from Beach High School. A spokesman for
the ASC administration points out that the
cash award is going to be used "to construct
a larger birdhouse to further our fight for
the little critters."
U.S. Corps of Engineers fortification
award: The ASC history department for
their reconstruction of a French Revolution
fortification. "We were most impressed
that such an engineering marvel was con
structed by people with liberal arts de
grees," said the Corps. "We have pur
chased the barricade to use in the defense of
our Hutchinson Island plan." The ASC
history department, overwhelmed by the
award, said that the cash award would be
used to purchase a sense of humor, to be
timesharcd among members of the depart
ment.
The Mr. Belvedere Award: ASC security
and plant operations forgarnering dryclean
ing perks. "After packing iron all day," said
the spokesman, "who wants to use one after
work?"
The John Stegall Cat Lover of the Year
Award: Armstrong'sROTC,for theirselfless donation of classroom space for the
largest indoor cat litter box ever recorded.
The softies even provide toys as diver
sions for the unfortunate stray kitties who
may be having digestive problems. •

36 Patterns
38 Teacher's
favorite
39 Stalemate
40 Myself
41 City in N evada
42 Monster
44 Fragile
46 Wander
aimfessly
48 Semi-precious
stones
51 Goal
52 Character in
"Othello"
54 Case for small
articles
55 Female ruff
56 Pintail duck
57 Limbs
DOWN

1 Small amount
2 Anger
3 Obstinate
fellows

The
Weekly
Crnsswnrd
Puzzle
4 Breathe loudly
in sleep
5 Indian mulberry
6 Father or
mother
10
'

1
18
21

42
46
51
55

43

1

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

"
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7 W ithout end
3 Weak en
3 Test
5 Posse ssive
pronoun
I Intertwine
3 Arti ficial
language
3 Matured
) Famed
I Among
i Tardy
3 Biblical name
' Century plant
3 Girl's name
> Hold on
property
) Sin ging voice
I Manage
3 Attitude
' Come into view
) Barter
Repulse
! Hebrew
measure
43 Dominant or
recessive
44 Athletic group
45 Execute
47 Underworld god
49 Haul with effort
50 Female relative:
colioq.
53 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind

; ENTERTAINMEN
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Campus Network offers the alternative for college studen
Ed Winter, president of Whittle's edu
cation division, said 1 May that all the fuss
had reduced to 50-50 the chances the com
pany would go ahead with its national launch
As big education groups protest new ef of Channel One in the fall.
forts to bring tv—and tv advertising—to
Campus Network marketing vice presi
the nation's high schools, Campus Net dent Victor Shaffer saw no mystery in why
work (CN), the company that brought tv Whittle was having so much trouble.
and tv advertising to the nation's colleges
The high school students, he said, "are
finds itself quietly finishing its fifth suc forced viewers. [With CN] if you don't
cessful year in business.
wan t to watch i t, you don' thave to. [Whi ttle
Two hundred and fifty campuses, along is ] force-feeding it to the high schoolers."
with 20 cable tv companies via satellite,
Shaffer added Channel One's success
now belong to the Campus Network. "We would help make students more receptive
reach six million people," boasted Marilyn to CN whenthey get to college. "If they like
Freeman, CN's vice president of program it,, they'll be more accustomed to shows
ming.
targeted to them."
They seem to like the programs, too.
But Campus Network's birth was not
Suzie Monk of Washington State Uni any smoother than Channel One's.
versity says she'd rather watch CN than
CN began as the Campus Entertainment
The Cosby Show." " You're only a college Network in 1983. It hoped to provide At 250 campuses, 'Healthy State' is one of the 10 shov
student for so long," she said. "It's good to satellite dishes and equipment to campuses,
Campus Network sends to colleges
see something that involves other students." and then send events like Broadway plays
"I think they're really good,"added Katie and megaconcerts. It would make money
"The Newly wed Game" called "The Room
Shaffer said the big differenc
Murphy of Ohio University in Athens. by selling ads on the shows and by splitting
mate Game," which originates at American CN's shows and the ones Cha
"They have good
__________ ticket receipts with University in Washington, D.C.
plans to offer is that many a rt
production values."
members' campuses,
UCLA's
Channel
KLA
supplies
the
The
high
school
students,
produced,
and that they're shown
CN's Freeman at
where collegians serial "University," while STV from the
not classrooms where students
tributed it in part to he said, "are forced viewers.
would pay premium University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
watch.
dealing with a televi [With CN] if yo u don't want to
prices to see the produces "General College."
sion-intensive audi
CN also makes little pretense tt
watch it, you don't have to. shows beamed to
Washington State provides two shows: educational tool. Channel One
ence. "The genera
their auditoriums.
is ] force-feeding
a Siskel-and-Ebert movie review called trast, hopes to provide current ev
3 it to
tion
uuu of
ut people in tuicol- [Whittle
_
The
venture
"Take
One" and "Live at Night," which
lege today are the first the high Schoolers."
crashed and burned. Freeman describes as "a cross between grams that, Armistead claimed, a
'Sesame Street' gen- ~——————
"a very superficial approach" to'
"We used to provide David Letterman and 'Saturday Night
eration. They've always had their own tar
through 90-second sound bites."
concerts, debates and lectures via satelite,
Live.'"
geted programming."
Freeman recalled. "But we found that
Programming for students, however, can
special events were not what was wanted or
be controversial. In April, for example, needed."
principals, teachers, parents, and even some
In fact, CN's initial efforts were marked
corporations vehemently protested efforts
by complaints about transmission quality,
by Whittle Communications to bring tv to
bad ticket sales coordination with campus
high schools through the new "Channel
ARMSTRONG
nn.« •
, ,
reps, troubles getting refunds to dissatisby Janet Singleton
and Amy Hudson, CPS

to colleges

br°Ught tV
^^
• •
cCommunicaUons'theKnoxv'»e,
Ton
"?•'' ! C°mpany that madc its fortune
creating advertising magazmes, boxes full
of samples and even wall posters for cam
puses, announced it would give about 8,000
high schools each $50,000 worth of tv
hardware if the schools agreed to run the
programs Whittle sent them on its new
"Channel One."
It's "very inappropriate," said Lew
Armistead of the Virginia-based National
A-CW. Of Se condary School Prioripals.

J®

"We're against it because of the adver
tising, he said. "It's most inappropriate to
place kids in front of advertising during
6
class."

COLLEGE

f'ed customers

even about timing.
Soon after an elaborate CEN broadcast
of what was supposed to have been The
Who
last concert bombed because among
other things, it was scheduled for a Decern

FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM

's

ber date when most students had already
left for Christmas break, CEN folded.
It returned as CN the next year with the
line-up of talk shows, soap operas, game
shows, MTV look-alikes and student-pro
duced programs that made it successful.
"There are a number of colleges in the
country with 24-hour television channels,"
Prccnra'n said.
of a budget to produce programming for 24
hr\iirc C/-v
„» . . i .
hours. So we started to produce television
programs, and there was a lot of excitement
about it."

CN now has 10 shows, sponsored by
Action for Children's Television and companies
tumpanies like
like K-Mart,
K Man Ph
Chevrolet, Gilette
several other groups also have condemned and
Pet ^toceS
and St.
St. Peters
Insura
Channel One. In response, firms like in-house,
in-house, including
inclul^'Rock^iRecreated
Converse, Inc. and Levi Strauss said the show "TalkisChefn "< w , J c mUS1C
P'
first week in May they may not advertise on excrrke !H!
Wealthy State," an
nutrition show, "Campus Hit
the network.
pi K »
And in late April, cable television mag- "P.ckoHheCmn ^ ^ ^ mUSiC and
ac°untry-western music
nate Ted Turner announced his T v ner program
Broadcasting System would launch a sneacial commercial-free high school news show plucked fomcolte'i.1'1?™5''0"'5™1135
to compete with Channel One in August
^ form college stations.
*«gust.
One is a wanna-be, dorm version of

SUNDAY
JUNE 11,1989
7:30 P.M.
ADMISSION $12.50

AN EVENING OF COMEDY
with

JEFF ALTMAN
a 1auehin iynrsi\^rv! L°h House Ready-To-Bake cookiedough is very much
Arbvk
?V7, na«°nal commercials, Kentucky Fried C hicken,
B"d3ht' V^oline, and Tostitos Com Chips are h ystenal CWe o
'
°" of the great "Character Comics" on television.
Com^a»wknpVidiettennan'.dozens of network prime time shows, "Night
Hot Wax" rry_ f
^'nneinnati", "Mork and Mindy" film star in "American
Hot Wax co-starred in "Soul Man" and "Easy Money". Now...

Live On Stage - 1 Nite Only
Reserved Seating Only • Call 356-1045
The Comedy House Theatre
or
Starship Records

SPORTS
Pirates go to World Series
their closer, Joe Renner, to clinch NU's trip
to the series.
But ASC wasn't done yet. Faced with
In just one short week Armstrong State two outs, Mark Wagenhauser hit a single to
College's baseball team went from the brink left field, keeping hopes alive. Chad
of exclusion from post season play to being Armstrong, who had driven in a run in th e
ranked the number one seed in the Division second, tripled in Wagenhauser, setting the
II World Series in Montgomery, Alabama. stage for Steve Russell.
After ASC and Northern Kentucky both
Russell delivered the biggest hit of the
defeated Bellermine in consecutive games, season as he singled in Armstrong, winning
the top two seeds in the South Atlantic the game and creating a final one game
region squared off in a best of three series to showdown to advance.
decide which team would advance on to
The Pirates then decided to quit fooling
play in the World Series.
around and play the way they are capable
The first game proved to be NU's from of, jumping out to a four nothing lead going
the outset as the Norsemen shocked Pirates' into the top of the sixth, when everything
starter Chuck Thompson for five runs in the snapped.
first inning. Coach Roberts stuck with
The Pirates' bats came alive for a ten run
Thompson, who issued four walks before outburst to all but clinch the trip to Ala
giving up a single and a home run in that bama. The Pirates added four more runs
first inning. For the remainder of the game over the last three innings for good meas
Thompson allowed only two more runs.
ure.
However, the Pirates' offense was un
A pitching by committee kept the Norse
able to close the gap as the Pirates lost 7-3. men to only two runs off starter Rick Saw
One of the runs came off a Brian Kracik yer, who pitched four and a third innings.
homer, the only power output for ASC in Mike Ewing, Larry Owens, Jeff Pasquale,
the game.
and Bill Schmidt combined to complete the
In the second game ASC faced a must game, keeping the Norseman from scoring
win senario in the worst possible way. A again.
productive second inning featured some
As of press time the Pirates are prepar
crazy plays but resulted in a three run lead. ing for the World Series, which will be held
NU took a four to three lead by scoring on 25 May - 4 June. Oddly enough, ASC,
one run in the fifth and three in the sixth off which very nearly did not make into post
ASC starter Paul Krafft.
season play, is seeded number one for the
The lead stayed the same going into the final tournament. •
bottom of the ninth when NU brought in
by Ron Speir, Jr.

,

photo by Ron Speir

iecurrent physical education building, which may soon be replaced

ihows

•unds approved for new gym

rcncebeim
by Ron Speir, Jr.
Channel J
y a res
lownindorai Every year Armstron g State College
Jents have ibmitsalistof its top three building prioriss in hopes that the Board of Regents will
ecide
to approve one of the projects. This
ise to beinji
ar the Board has approved $6.5 million
One, by tf
ntevenisp r a new gym/physical education facility.
The building of the gym has been a top
iority
for "se veral years," said ASC's
"to"
ton
Stegall,
vice pre sident for business
es."
idfinance. The facility will include"room
' the p hysical e ducation program, the
tercollegiate athletics, R.O.T.C., the reanal police academy, and the health care
agram, w hich will include a wellness
iter. Also it will be used for student
Cities as far as large gatherings that
ivebeenheld in the fine arts auditorium in
"past."
Stegall expects the gymnasium itself
seat over 4,000 people. However, the
®J|eproject has yet to be studied from an
c 'te ctural standpoint. "We will begin to
"for an architect in the next few weeks
""y September or October have an archi' "'tesen wh o will then begin several
s °f design work. The actual mateRation of the building looks to be sev-

^itect will also make a decision
En

et cr 10 renovate th

e present gym into

facility o r to b uild a totally new
f and renovate the present gym also,
CC0rc''n8 t0

Stegall, the Board of
roughly $20 million dollars a
^
out for new buildings on camacross Georgia by reviewing the top
si )J10r't'esateach campus. The gym
r ^ n a t0P priority on ASC's campus
eraf years, and it is followed in
. 'on b y a new wareh ouse for plant
_ ]fjr|B and third ly a new general pur!,J*1,001" building.
"'din mSpuzzling ^at anew classroom
behind a warehouse in
. g o priorities,b u t t h e c u r r e n tw a r e aclual,y not suited for a campus
• • • and is beginning to fall apart"
jj..

I

ls

Stegall is quick to point out that the Board
of Regents "does not look at a school's
enrollment [when approving money fornew
classroom buildings] but at the classroom
utilization" over the course of the entire
school day. While you would have trouble
finding an empty classroom during key
hours like 8am-10am and 6pm-8pm, the
classrooms are hardly used during the af
ternoon periods in comparison.
However, Stegall points out that ASC
can justify a new "general purpose class
room" to the Board of Regents in terms of
the lack of those types of classrooms. Many
buildings on campus have become very
"specialized," limiting the amount of us
by Ron Speir, Jr.
able classroom space. Taking the special
ASC tennis season ended just shy of a
ized classroom space used into considera
tion, there is a need for a general purpose national championship by its number one
singles player, but the year itself has to go
classroom.
Stegall estimates that it would take down in the annals as one of the most suc
approximately ten years to get a classroom cessful seasons in ASC tennis history.
Sophomore Pradeep Raman, ASC's
building completed and ready for use, and
while there may be a need for the class number one singles player, qualified for the
rooms at that time, the warehouse will be recent NCAA division II national champi
totally unusable. "We may also get both onships in Land of the Ozarks, Missouri.
buildings approved during the same year," Raman was seeded tenth heading into the
field of 64 players, which featured Mark
added Stegall.
Billone
and Laurent Dropsy voted Out
unce tne
Dunning nas
ueeu designed,
ucsigucu,
Once
the building
has been
standing
Senior and Freshman for NCAA
the Board of Regents will grant the $5.2
division
II
respectively.
million allotted for construction, which
In
Fact,
Raman faced Dropsey of
makes up the bulk of the $6.5 million total
Chapman
College
in the first round, win
money budgeted for the building. But the
Board of Regents' final granting of the ning 6-4,6-2 in the best of three set match.
funds is dependent upon the amount of Raman advanced on to defeat Andy Piatt of
building funds given to them by the Geor- Rollins College 6-3,6-2 in the second round.
In the third round Raman came back
gia state legislature for that fiscal year,
from
a first set loss to Rogerio Cypriano, a
hinting that the project may have to wait for
junior from the University of Tennesseefurther funding after the design is comMartin. In what tennis coach Mike Larispleted. The remaining $1.3 million is slated
cey desribed as "a tough match," Raman
to be used for architectural fees, site clearwon the last two sets 6-4, 6-4.
ing, and any other contingencies.
In the fourth round, quarterfinals, Raman
The new gym can be seen as a result of
turned back Ferris State freshman Kurt
the growth of ASC. The success on the
Hammerschmidt 6-4,6-3, advancing to the
campus of the athletics and booming enfinal four with the win.
rollment have heightened attention ASC s
Facing Billone, the Outstanding Divi
visibility. With continued rise in enrollsion II Senior from Bloomsburg Univer
m e n tt h eschoolm a yb eablet obuild m o r e
sity, Raman faced his toughest challange
needed new structures on campus.
against the number seven seed. Billone was

Raman loses in na t'l semis

the only opponent that Raman faced that
was ranked higher than him. Billone beat
Raman convincingly 6-2,6-3, ending
Raman's chance at reaching the finals.
Raman and his brother Kartik played in
the doubles side of the toumy, but lost, 6-3,
7-5, in the opening round in what the two
admitted was a badly played match.
Lariscey praised Raman's effort stating,
that he has "accomplished more than any
other team or individual as far as making
the semifinals" in an NCAA tournament.
But, Lariscey crosses his fingers and hopes
that the Pirates baseball team can better
Raman's effort by winning the national
championship.
Raman's success carries over from the
courts into the classroom. "Not only is he
a gifted tennis player, but also a gifted
student," added Lariscey. Raman is a
computer science major with a GPA above
3.0.
Finally, Raman was named a division II
All-American, meeting more than the nec
essary requirements by being ranked in the
top 20, being seeded in the toumy, and
reaching the round of 16.
The showing Raman gave at the tourny
also brought Armstrong some recognition
in the tennis circles. "People found out that
ASC has great tennis, and we will be given
more than serious consideration to be ac
cepted as a team to the toumy next year,"
points out Lariscey, who is already recruit
ing hard to maintain ASC's new success.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Clerical
Savannah Wood Preservatives.
Call 236-4875
Law Firm - sec. 232-4436
PIE Nationwide Truck Lines234-0622
Emory Worldwide - data clerk.
964-6174
Banker's First - teller 351-2200
Bignault & Haas law firm - 232-4436
Smith Cline bio science lab - data
entry 354-0664
Perfect Solution, Inc. - typist
354-0337
King Association 964-9303
Gemini Systems - recep. 351-7210

Sales
Automated Business Resources
354-0296
Children's Comer - inventory sales
355-2661
Comfort Air - telemarketing 925-6956
Zales 352-2440

Misc
Coastal Dialysis medical center technician 232-2691
Cannady CPA - computer Opt.
233-8397
Trinity Methodist -organist 233-4766
Katalisticks - storage clerk 234-1874
cxt 225
Sir Speedy Printing - delivery
354-9324
Dr. Rose - assist 354-1134
College Credit Corp - on campus mkt
rep 1-800-592-2121
Mt. Olive Christian Church - pianist
927-6568
Butler Aviation - rcfuelers 964-1557
Live Oak Kennels - 352-1365
tutor 927-9925
A.C. Nelson Co. - SOS Temp 904388-0456
Levy Jewelers - cashiers 233-1163
Spring Tree Landscape - grounds
maintenance 354-7939
C&S Nat'l Bank - proof operator
944-3302

7
SLIGHTLY OFF CAMPUS =4
Humor on the campus front..
7

Great moments in college ethics

In a humor glitch, a hacker disrupted
plans for a late April president's tea for
honor students at Valley College in Los
Angeles by slipping into the computer
system and adding fake names to the dean's
list.
Among the potential honorees that the
president's office, working off the adulter
ated computer file, tried to invite were
Wratha Kahn, Grey Poupon, Betty Crocker,
Dee Generet and the much sought-after
Dean Slist.
Someone broke through the ceiling and
into the office of Baylor University jour
nalism.professor Sara Mantooth in April.
The only thing stolen was a journalism
ethics test.
On the other hand, Stanford University
officials said they were "heartened" that no
hackers wrecked Stanford's experiment in
holding the first fully computerized elec
tion in California.
People from all over the country came to
observe the election, held to determ ine next
year's student leaders.
"We were expecting a lot of crackerjacks trying to get into it, but we haven't
noticed anything," says elections commis
sioner Steve Krauss.
Best new service of the month
A New York City firm called Singlesfax
has started "America's first fax dating serv
ice," in which prospective companions meet
by exchanging "flirtatious notes, photo
graphs, and proposals, all via fax."
Perhaps to demonstrate the openness

and honesty every meaningful relationship
depends upon, S inglesfax 's founder, known
as "Kush," reveals only his last name. He
does say he has "received faxes from single
people in Alaska, Switzerland, Australia,
and other exotic locations."

On the frontiers of science
Fusion research may alter life as we
know it, but other significant research is
unfolding on America's campuses, too. An
Iowa State design major, for instance, has
unveiled her new design for bulletproof
halter tops, accompanied by knee-length
pants and "gauntlet-style gloves."
"I don't think there are any practical
uses [for them]," Beth Teggatz said, unless Cher might be interested."
Two University of Houston students,
gathering data for a paper about whether
people's taste in beer was influenced by the
beer's price, drew 265 volunteers when
they advertised they needed classmates to
help their research. The volunteers had
been attracted to the project by flyers
promising "Free Beer."
Hunger, with a side of saccharin syrup
By all accounts, the nationwide Annual
Hunger Cleanup was a big success, with
some 10,000 collegians on 175 campuses
raising about $150,000 for various relief
efforts.
Cleanup organizers, however, did it by
trying to make hunger cute. At Humboldt
State University in California, for example,
organizers called their group "SAY AH!"
(Students and Youth Against Hunger). At
Clarkson University in New York, students

baked bread for those in need i
called "Loafing for Hunger." The r
hunger folks go by the acronym ofCRop
South Carolina and North Carolina, whorganizers invited Appalachian State Ur
versity students, among others to TV,
'Till You Drop."

For the prevention of tuition only
Objecting to the second straightyearof

12 percent tuition hikes, Bentley College
newspaper Editor Dave Bouvier u rged
readers to send administrators at the Mas
sachusetts college condoms touse "thenext
time you screw us."

Congratulations
to

Bob Long
for his
extraordinary
success hosting
the spring SAC
conference at
ASC
(highest
attendance
ever)

College wipes out student government

Food Service
Quality Inn - cocktail waitress/cook
964-1421
Arby's 355-5655
Johnny Harris Rest, -server 354-7810
Boar's Head - waits/bussers 232-3196

Gov't
Chatham County: Apply to Chatham
County Human Resources Depart
ment 133 Montgomery St. Rm. 605,
Savannah, 31401.
I Job L ine 234-6671
City of Savannah: Apply to City
Personnel office. 10 East Bay S"
Savannah, 31401
A' Harris i0Wully entertains
S
the idea of no student government at ASC

(CPS) In what an
gered students called
a grab to gain control
over student fees and
what administration
leaders called a disci
plinarian action, ad
ministrators at Ara
pahoe Community
College in Colorado
wiped out ACC's stu
dent government 3
May.
Student leaders
immediately formed a
"Student Government
in Exile."
Randy Kimmens,
advisor to the dis
banded government,
said its meetings had
degenerated
into
"bickering, arguing
and carrying on"
among students, and
were counterproduc
tive.

ACC president James Weber hadwarned
the student leaders in March to stop squab
bling among themselves and to cast their
budget for student groups. If not, he said,
he would let Kimmens simply dissolve the
government, revoke its constitution, and
start over again with new students.
Kimmens, frustrated by the
government's unwillingness to finish the
budget, took action 3 May.
A Student Government in Exile state
ment accused Kimmens of "aquiescing to
the whims of the dictator," meaning Weber.
"Just because the legislature misbehaves
and acts like children, the governordoesn t
disband them," said exiled senator K im
Sayer.
Sayer charged Weber and Kimmens
wanted toallocate student fundsthemselves,
and were looking for a convenient excuse
to do so. Kimmens, she noted, would
control the fees — half of which go to his
student activities office — if he appo'nIS
his own interim government.
But Kimmens says he may still h oi
interim elections. "The budget has go'11
get done."
•>

i

I

i
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ARM-IN-ARM
YOU AREN'T GOING T O
WJGJB M STORY.
IT H APPENED O NE M
IMLE I WAS OU T
INANDE&N6 IN M V TOMATO
GARDEN...

by Michael West

I" WAS IN IRE GARDEN
PINCHING MN TOMATOES
WHEN A STRANGE, OMI
NOUS 1/ACE CAME OJTA
NOWHERE...
?FYOU$ULU>

IT HE

FA5FH15
SAY
WHAT?!

EASE WHOSE
PAIN7I 80V
GEORGE'S 7
BUILD WHAT?
A TACO BEU.71

BOYS, I

GOTTA BUILD
A MI66LE SL O
OUTBACK...

CLIFF,
PACK
HIS STUFF...

xW

, C OA E -' -

O M^

TEE.
BUT i FINALLY FISURED rr ou r- •

ARM-IN-ARM
AWRLGHT, GUYS,
OUT. VAMOOSE,
BEAT IT, TAKE
OFF. I GOT SO ME
BUILDING TO

by Michael West
WILDING7
WHAT KIND
OF BUILDING?
WHAT MAKES IT
NECESSARY TO
KICK MVRMILY
AND ME OUT
OF OUR HOMEJ

MISSLE- SILO
BUILDING...

MlS6l£-SlL0?l
,
WE AIN'T MOVIN'I

ESPECIALLY NOT

FOR M INSTRUMENT
OF DESTRUCTION...

I KINDA
FIGURED
THlS'D

HAPPEN,
SO...

BERMlCEl

GET TH' '
Kl nsi

W£ GOT A
NUT-CASE
UP HERE."
-CLTF~

A

W)
.1)

OVA
uJJiiLA^J^L^CX.

ARM-IN-ARM

by Michael West

...NEXT CONNECT
THE THIN6AMAD0QGER
TO TH E WAT-SITSDODCLE-

..WEN INSERT
1PLUTONIUM-

&'A

Ajykef

ARM-IN-ARM

PLUTONIUM...
PLUTONIUM...
HMMM. WHEATS
THETlUTONIUM?
O
O

NOTE-.
PLUTONIUM
NOT INCLUDED.

%

HNMDH!
FIGURES.

'CEX

by Michael West

by Michael West

ARM-IN-ARM
AS OFFICIAL SPOKESMAN
FOR"ARM-HI-ARM, INC.,"
I'D LAZE TO APOLOGIZE
FOR OUR ABSENCE L AST
ISSUE-.

y'5££, WB R ECEIVE?

NEWS A BOUT T HE RETIReMBIT
CE M l. BERKS BREATHED,
CREATOR OF "BLOOM COUNT/."
SEP, THATS RLCPT, CRJ$ MIUO,
M'BILLTHECAT ^
ARE CALLL/V' IT
\
QUFTS- I T IS, ,
UMDOUBTEPLV,
/'* )
A SAD AMD
^0/
TEARFUL
TIME I N
I
OUL UVES...
/

i S MIFFS
UJE LUERE 50 SHAKEN

UP, UIE JUST COULDN'T
GO OM.

by Michael West

ARM-IN-ARM
UH-UM, 5I.
THIS IS
MANUEL NORIEGA.
AM I T HE
FIFTH CALLER?

PUZZLE SOLUTION

NOW, W E UNDERSTAUP
THAT AM IMMEDIATE
REPLACEMENT CMA
IS NEEDED...

I WAS TOD THAT
IF I WAS C ALLER. UN, N O
NUMERO CAMCO,
SEN OR...
I'D WIN T HE
R B EUEUE
PANAMANIAN
VOULOST.
ELECTIONS. AM I TER NUMBER
NUMERO FIVE?
FOUR.
VIV 1 W IN? ,
)

NUMBER FOUR?'.
YOU, AM160, ARE
IM FOR A 600D
HEAP-BASH LN6(

by Mark Weitzman

PARDON,
SIK?^

UM-ALVEGJFT
HEAP-BASHING

OH, OF
COURSE,
SIR-

by Mark Weitzman

® # / ^ p noc-t umals .

TRY A
FISHIN'
DATE a
IN '89.

National Fishing
Week
June 5-11,1989J

WeHzman
1989 Mark Weitzman CPS

CPS © 1989 Mark Weitzmo^

